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The King Without a Shadow
Get ready for Halloween with this child-friendly collection of spooky stories from all over the
world. Feel your pulse race and your skin tingle as you read about the fearsome witch Baba
Yaga, the serpent woman from Spain, the rescue of Tam Lin from the bewitching Queen of the
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Fairies, how Father Death gets caught in the Enchanted Apple Tree, and the waterdwelling
Bunyip from Australia. Make sure you have your candle ready as it’s sure to be a long night…
This gorgeous gift book is the perfect anthology for Halloween, or any time you want to be
spooked! Features stories from Germany, Czechoslovakia, Russia, Africa, Brazil, Japan,
Australia, India, UK, Canada, France, China, Ireland, Syria, Korea, Sweden, Egypt, Iceland,
New Zealand, Arabia, Spain, Tibet, Iran, Greece.

A World Full of Spooky Stories
Award-winning and bestselling authors turn their own real-life experiences into captivating
works of fiction! Where do authors get their ideas? And how do they turn those ideas into
stories? This anthology looks at the process of taking real-life experiences and turning them
into works of engaging fiction. The collection features award-winning and bestselling middlegrade authors who provide both original fictional short stories as well as the nonfiction
accounts that inspired them. The contributing authors include Julia Alvarez, Karen Cushman,
Margarita Engle, Dee Garretson, Nathan Hale, Matthew Kirby, Claire Legrand, Grace Lin, Kate
Messner, Linda Sue Park, Adam Rex, Gary Schmidt, Alan Sitomer, Caroline Starr Rose, Heidi
Stemple, Rita Williams-Garcia, Tracy Edward Wymer, Lisa Yee, and Jane Yolen. From the
Hardcover edition.

Pete the Cat: Big Reading Adventures
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Soon to be a major motion picture starring Charlie Plummer, AnnaSophia Robb, and Taylor
Russell Fans of More Happy Than Not, The Perks of Being a Wallflower, and It's Kind of a
Funny Story will cheer for Adam in this uplifting and surprisingly funny story of a boy living with
schizophrenia. When you can't trust your mind, trust your heart. Adam is a pretty regular
teen--he's just navigating high school life while living with paranoid schizophrenia. His
hallucinations include a cast of characters that range from the good (beautiful Rebecca) to the
bad (angry Mob Boss) to the just plain weird (polite naked guy). An experimental drug
promises to help him hide his illness from the world. When Adam meets Maya, a fiercely
intelligent girl, he desperately wants to be the normal, great guy that she thinks he is. But as
the miracle drug begins to fail, how long can he keep this secret from the girl of his dreams?
An ALA-YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults Book * An ILA Young Adults' Book Award
Winner * A Bank Street College of Education Best Children's Book of the Year * A CBC's Teen
Choice Book Awards Nominee * Kansas National Education Association Reading Circle
Catalog Selection * Rhode Island Teen Book Award Nominee "Echoing the premise and
structure of Flowers for Algernon, this frank and inspiring novel shows how a teen's life
changes after he is given an experimental medication to treat symptoms of schizophrenia."
--Publishers Weekly, STARRED REVIEW "A brutal, beautiful book that sits right beside The
Perks of Being a Wallflower and I'll Give You the Sun." --Jennifer Longo, author of Up to This
Pointe "This book reminds me of A Monster Calls. I saved the final twenty pages for the next
day because I didn't want Adam's story to end." --Peter Brown Hoffmeister, author of This Is
the Part Where You Laugh "Despite heavy subject matter, Adam is hilarious and infinitely
lovable, and the ending is hopeful and realistic rather than happily-ever-after and contrived."
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--The Hub, YALSA

Bob Books
From favorites like "Puss in Boots" and "Goldilocks" to obscure gems like "The Boy Who Drew
Cats," Fairy Tale Comics has something to offer every reader. Seventeen fairy tales are
wonderfully adapted and illustrated in comics format by seventeen different cartoonists,
including Raina Telgemeier, Brett Helquist, Cherise Harper, and more. Edited by Nursery
Rhyme Comics' Chris Duffy, this jacketed hardcover is a beautiful gift and an instant classic.

Code 7
Dog Man: Grime and Punishment: From the Creator of Captain Underpants (Dog
Man #9)
Other Worlds, the fourth volume in Jon Scieszka’s Guys Read anthology series for tween boys,
features ten thrilling new tales of science fiction and fantasy from some of the biggest names in
children’s literature. Prepare yourself for ten trips into the unknown, as ten of your favorite
writers—Rick Riordan, who has written an all-new and exclusive Percy Jackson tale, Tom
Angleberger of Origami Yoda fame, Newbery medalist Rebecca Stead, Shannon Hale, D. J.
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MacHale, Eric Nylund, Kenneth Oppel, Neal Shusterman, Shaun Tan, and none other than the
late Ray Bradbury—spin tales of fantasy and science fiction the likes of which you have never
imagined. Compiled by National Ambassador for Children’s Literature (and Secret Ambassador
for the Intergalactic Alliance) Jon Scieszka, Guys Read: Other Worlds is sure to boldly take
you where no reader has gone before.

The Illustrated Treasury of Classic Children's Stories
For the Love of Books
The Day God Made You
Learn to read with Pete the Cat! From New York Times bestselling artist and author James
Dean, Pete the Cat is sure to make reading a groovy experience for early readers. With five farout stories in one box for reading on the go, this collection of My First I Can Reads is awesome
for shared reading with a child. Included in this box are five favorite Pete the Cat I Can Read
books: Pete the Cat and the Bad Banana Pete the Cat: Pete’s Train Trip Pete the Cat: ScubaCat Pete the Cat and the Surprise Teacher Pete the Cat’s Groovy Bake Sale
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The Hero Next Door
It was a simple incident in the life of James Clavell—a talk with his young daughter just home
from school—that inspired this chilling tale of what could happen in twenty-five quietly
devastating minutes. He writes, "The Children's Story came into being that day. It was then
that I really realized how vulnerable my child's mind was —any mind, for that matter—under
controlled circumstances. Normally I write and rewrite and re-rewrite, but this story came
quickly—almost by itself. Barely three words were changed. It pleases me greatly because I
kept asking the questions… Questions like, What's the use of 'I pledge allegiance' without
understanding? Like Why is it so easy to divert thoughts? Like What is freedom? and Why is
so hard to explain? The Children's Story keeps asking me all sorts of questions I cannot
answer. Perhaps you can—then your child will."

The Secret of the Swords: Sword Girl Book 1
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing
humanity in this collection of adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired
the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers,
enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter and a
merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters
and vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrousPage 6/24
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looking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth.
The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind fantasy world. And
look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in
October 2020!

Junior's Adventures: Storytime Book Set
An assortment of nursery rhymes, fairy and folk tales, fables, and excerpts from children's
classics, including "The Jungle Book" and "The Wind in the Willows," all illustrated by Don
Daily.

The Wisdom of Crowds
Young Mili escapes a horrible war by living for thirty years in the forest with a kindly old man in
this long-lost Grimm tale

The Recognitions
Bedtime Classics: charmingly illustrated board book editions of perennial favorites, simplified
for the youngest readers! Bedtime Classics introduce classic works of fiction to little literary
scholars through character-driven narratives and colorful illustrations. Designed to be the
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perfect one-minute bedtime story (or five minutes--if you're begged to read it over and over),
parents can feel good about exposing their children to some of the most iconic pieces of
literature while building their child's bookshelf with these trendy editions! A King and Queen
invite all the princesses in the land to their palace to find a proper suitor for their son, the
prince. But when an unconventional princess stumbles through the castle gates, she's put to
the ultimate test. By setting a pea under a large stack of mattresses, the royal family will
discover if the girl is "princess material" once and for all.

Children's Classics Collection
A paperback edition of E.B. White's classic novel about one small mouse on a very big
adventure! With black and white illustrations. Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a
family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his older brother George, and
Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's also a true lover of adventure. Stuart's
greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a beautiful little bird named Margalo,
disappears from her nest. Determined to track her down, Stuart ventures away from home for
the very first time in his life. He finds adventure aplenty. But will he find his friend?

A Stowaway on Noah's Ark
The third book in Laura Ingalls Wilder's treasured Little House series—now available as an
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ebook! This digital version features Garth Williams's classic illustrations, which appear in
vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. The
adventures continue for Laura Ingalls and her family as they leave their little house in the Big
Woods of Wisconsin and set out for the big skies of the Kansas Territory. They travel for many
days in their covered wagon until they find the best spot to build their house. Soon they are
planting and plowing, hunting wild ducks and turkeys, and gathering grass for their cows. Just
when they begin to feel settled, they are caught in the middle of a dangerous conflict. The nine
Little House books are inspired by Laura's own childhood and have been cherished by
generations of readers as both a unique glimpse into America's frontier history and as
heartwarming, unforgettable stories.

James Clavell's Whirlwind
Your children can join Junior in these six fun-filled adventures! Transform their futures with
these colorful and entertaining books by teaching them how to handle money now. From
working and saving to giving and spending, these wonderful stories will teach your kids real-life
lessons, and the stories are so much fun that your children won't even know they're learning!
Recommended for kids ages 3-10. What Books Are In the Junior's Adventures: Storytime Book
Set? The Super Red Racer (Work) Careless at the Carnival (Spending) The Big Birthday
Surprise (Giving) My Fantastic Fieldtrip (Saving) The Big Pay-Off (Integrity) Battle of the
Chores (Debt)
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Guys Read: Other Worlds
A postmodern masterpiece about fraud and forgery by one of the most distinctive,
accomplished novelists of the last century. The Recognitions is a sweeping depiction of a world
in which everything that anyone recognizes as beautiful or true or good emerges as anything
but: our world. The book is a masquerade, moving from New England to New York to Madrid,
from the art world to the underworld, but it centers on the story of Wyatt Gwyon, the son of a
New England minister, who forsakes religion to devote himself to painting, only to despair of
his inspiration. In expiation, he will paint nothing but flawless copies of his revered old
masters—copies, however, that find their way into the hands of a sinister financial wizard by
the name of Recktall Brown, who of course sells them as the real thing. Dismissed
uncomprehendingly by reviewers on publication in 1955 and ignored by the literary world for
decades after, The Recognitions is now established as one of the great American novels,
immensely ambitious and entirely unique, a book of wild, Boschian inspiration and outrageous
comedy that is also profoundly serious and sad.

The Tuttle Twins Learn About The Law
A big board book edition of Eric Carle's classic, The Very Hungry Caterpillar. The Very Hungry
Caterpillar has been enchanting generations of toddlers for over forty years. Now you can
share this enduring story in a brand new big board book format, perfect for the home, library or
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nursery classroom. Eric Carle is an internationally bestselling and award-winning author and
illustrator of books for very young children. Eric lives in Massachusetts with his wife, Barbara.
The Carles opened The Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art in Massachusetts in 2002.
Don't miss all the other Very Hungry Caterpillar and Eric Carle books- The Very Hungry
Caterpillar; Eric Carle's Very Special Baby Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What do You Hear?;
The Very busy Spider; The Very Quiet Cricket; The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse; 1, 2, 3 to
the Zoo; Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What do you See?; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Pop-Up
Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?; The Very Hungry Caterpillar's Buggy Book;
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?; The Bad-Tempered Ladbybird; The Very
Hungry Caterpillar- Little Learning Library; The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Touch and Feel
Playbook; My Very First Book of Words; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Book and Toy; Little
Cloud; Today is Monday; My Very First Book of Shapes; The Very Hungry Caterpillar's Sound
Book; The Very Hungry Caterpillar; From Head to Toe; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Big Board
Book; Draw Me a Star; Mister Seahorse; Do You want to be My Friend?; The Tiny Seed
%%%A big board book edition of Eric Carle's classic, The Very Hungry Caterpillar. The Very
Hungry Caterpillar has been enchanting generations of toddlers for over forty years. Now you
can share this enduring story in a brand new big board book format, perfect for the home,
library or nursery classroom. Eric Carle is an internationally bestselling and award-winning
author and illustrator of books for very young children. Eric lives in Massachusetts with his
wife, Barbara. The Carles opened The Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art in
Massachusetts in 2002. Don't miss all the other Very Hungry Caterpillar and Eric Carle booksThe Very Hungry Caterpillar; Eric Carle's Very Special Baby Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear,
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What do You Hear?; The Very busy Spider; The Very Quiet Cricket; The Artist Who Painted a
Blue Horse; 1, 2, 3 to the Zoo; Baby Bear, Baby Bear, What do you See?; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar Pop-Up Book; Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What Do You Hear?; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar's Buggy Book; Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?; The Bad-Tempered
Ladbybird; The Very Hungry Caterpillar- Little Learning Library; The Very Hungry CaterpillarTouch and Feel Playbook; My Very First Book of Words; The Very Hungry Caterpillar Book
and Toy; Little Cloud; Today is Monday; My Very First Book of Shapes; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar's Sound Book; The Very Hungry Caterpillar; From Head to Toe; The Very Hungry
Caterpillar Big Board Book; Draw Me a Star; Mister Seahorse; Do You want to be My Friend?;
The Tiny Seed

HarperCollins Treasury of Picture Book Classics
In The Day God Made You, Grammy Award–winning singer and songwriter Rory Feek of
Joey+Rory shares a heartfelt message for children about the wonder of the day God made
them. Your children or grandchildren will love cuddling up with you to discover how God
delighted over each and every detail of their lives and personalities as He created them--from
the shape of their eyes to the sound of their laughter. The Day God Made You also reminds
young readers that God knew their families, their friends, their tears, their gifts, and even their
dreams and hopes from the very beginning. The Day God Made You is a beautiful reminder to
all children--including all races, different abilities, and those with special needs--that God
created them with purpose and love. And with its gentle words about God's personal care, you
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and your children will find comfort and affirmation in remembering that God delights in who He
created you to be.

Whatever it Takes
The next great Dog Man adventure from the worldwide bestselling author and artist Dav Pilkey.
You'll howl with laughter! The Supa Buddies bamboozled the baddies, but all's not right in the
world. Dog Man has a new problem to pound, and he's going to need his entire pack to help
him. Will he go barking up the wrong tree? Dav Pilkey's wildly popular Dog Man series appeals
to readers of all ages and explores universally positive themes, including empathy, kindness,
persistence, and the importance of doing good.

Words on Bathroom Walls
From early, beloved classics such as Goodnight Moon and Harold and the Purple Crayon to
such recent treasures as If You Give a Mouse a Cookie and Pete's a Pizza, this collection
assembles twelve of the greatest picture books ever published. Parents can share the joy of
introducing young children to many timeless favorites that have already enchanted millions of
readers. This volume offers a wonder-filled opportunity for preschoolers and families to own
and share "the best of the best." All royalties for HarperCollins Treasury of Picture Book
Classics: A Child's First Collection will be donated to First Book, a national nonprofit
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organization whose mission is to give children from low-income families the opportunity to read
and own their own new books. The primary goal of First Book is to work with existing literacy
programs to distribute new books to children who, for economic reasons, have little or no
access to books. In this way, First Book effectively leverages the heroic efforts of local tutoring,
mentoring, and family literacy organizations as they work to reach children who need help the
most. First Book distributes millions of books to hundreds of thousands of children nationwide
each year. For more information on First Book, please visit www.firstbook.org.

Children's Core Collection
A 10th anniversary collection of articles from 'Signal : approaches to children's books'.

Dear Mili
Beginning sounds: Beginning sounds: V v, Y y, Z z. A story about a vet and a big cat at the zoo
teaches beginning readers three-letter words.

Fairy Tale Comics
Until now, freedom-minded parents had no educational material to teach their children the
concepts of liberty. The Tuttle Twins series of books helps children learn about political and
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economic principles in a fun and engaging manner. With colorful illustrations and a fun story,
your children will follow Ethan and Emily as they learn about liberty!

Little House on the Prairie
A Collection of Short Stories has something for children ages three to young teens. Young
children will enjoy Buster Bunny's Thanksgiving. Mrs. Bunny sends Buster to the woods to pick
berries for Thanksgiving pie and gets into trouble. "Mila the Little Turtle". Hudson gets Mila for
a birthday present. Mom ties a balloon on a string and then around Mila's shell. Suddenly the
wind picks up the little turtle, and flys away. "Time and Time Again" is a fun way to create a
story using one word like "time". They will enjoy the story The Brief Encounter of two little mice,
Eek, and Click. Who lives on a mouse pad at Microsoft. Pookie's big adventure is a story about
Captain Pookie, his parrot thatch and his pet snail named Rosco, who lives in a potted plant on
Captain Pookie's sailboat The Soper Slup. A favorite story for young girls is The Magic of
Snowflake. A kitten with magical powers arrives at Emma's home and makes everyone happy.
Years later, Snowflake has to go back to heaven on a moonbeam. Grandma Jan made a pink
scarf for Emma and for Snowflake. Emma puts her pink scarf around her neck and holds
Snowflakes scarf next to her cheek. Emma sees two little stars blinking in the night sky and
wonder.

ABC Science Book
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The first book in a fun and exciting series by award-winning author Frances Watt and Kate
Greenaway Medal winner Gregory Rogers, introducing Tommy - a feisty kitchen hand who
longs to be a knight. When Tommy is finally promoted to Keeper of the Blades, will a missing
sword ruin everything? Tommy, a kitchen girl at Flamant Castle, dreams of becoming a knight and when she is made the Keeper of the Blades, caring for all the swords in the castle
armoury, it seems like her dream might come true. But then Sir Walter's most valuable sword
goes missing from the sword room. Will Tommy be able to find it before she is sent back to the
kitchen in disgrace? Introducing a feisty new character for girls (and their parents and
teachers) who love adventure and want an alternative to 'pink' books. Created by Frances
Watts, a CBCA Award Winner and author of the huge bestseller Kisses for Daddy.

Disney Princess Movie Theater
In this fascinating book, New Yorker business columnist James Surowiecki explores a
deceptively simple idea: Large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter how
brilliant—better at solving problems, fostering innovation, coming to wise decisions, even
predicting the future. With boundless erudition and in delightfully clear prose, Surowiecki
ranges across fields as diverse as popular culture, psychology, ant biology, behavioral
economics, artificial intelligence, military history, and politics to show how this simple idea
offers important lessons for how we live our lives, select our leaders, run our companies, and
think about our world.
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Shakespeare Stories
A celebration of the meaning and comfort printed books bring to our homes and lives, from the
curation and design experts at Juniper Books. Explore the significance of the home library,
embellished with alluring photography and illustrations, in a keepsake worthy of any
bibliophile’s collection. For the Love of Books shares the vision of Juniper Books, a business
that embraces the roles that books fulfill in our lives and their staying power. It recounts the
history of books and private libraries, and champions the resilience of books in the digital era.
Dive into the nuances that define books for reading, books for decoration, and books for
inspiration. Instructive chapters provide useful details for creating and curating one’s own
home library, whether it be a single shelf or multiple rooms each with their own collection. You
will never look at your bookshelves the same way again. For the Love of Books is about
storytelling beyond the pages of our favorite books. Our books—the ones we choose to
keep—tell the story of who we are. They remind us who we once were and who we aspire to
be. Thatcher Wine founded Juniper Books in 2001. The company creates custom libraries and
has perfected the art of turning books inside out to allow for books to tell stories not just to us,
but about us. Working with booklovers, homeowners, and designers, Juniper Books has
provided the world with a fresh new approach to the printed book. Thatcher grew up in New
York City where his parents owned and operated The Quilted Giraffe, one of the most
innovative restaurants in America. Thatcher graduated from Dartmouth College with a degree
in history and art history and lives in Boulder, Colorado. Elizabeth Lane is the founder of
Quarterlane, a quarterly subscription book service which merged with Juniper Books in 2018.
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She is also the book buyer for her local independent bookstore, Partners Village Store and
Kitchen in Westport, Massachusetts. Prior to working in books, Elizabeth worked in
contemporary visual art—in galleries, nonprofit initiatives and museums in New York, Austin,
and Chicago. Elizabeth graduated from Davidson College with a degree in art history and
received her masters degree from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago.

Stuart Little 60th Anniversary Edition
Andrew Matthews' classic retellings of Shakespeare's best-loved plays, illustrated by the awardwinning Tony Ross. This special anniversary edition contains Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet,
Twelfth Night and Anthony and Cleopatra, reissued to celebrate 450 years since the Bard's
birth. The easy-to-read writing style and fabulous illustrations bring the well-known characters
and their stories gloriously to life. A fantastic introduction to Shakespeare for the younger
reader.

My Side of the Mountain
Life at Flint Hill Elementary School may seem normal, but seven friends find themselves on a
path to crack the code for an epic life. Whether they're chasing their dreams on stage,
searching for an elusive monster fish, or running a makeshift business out of a tree house, can
these heroes find a way to work together to change their community?
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Don Daily's Classic Children's Storybook Collection
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the forest."—The New York
Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy living in New York City with his family, so
he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the woods—all by himself. With only a
penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he intends to survive on his own.
Sam learns about courage, danger, and independence during his year in the wilderness, a
year that changes his life forever. “An extraordinary book . . . It will be read year after year.”
—The Horn Book

The Princess and the Pea
With 14 gorgeously illustrated children’s stories, this treasury will hold a spot on the family
bookshelf for generations. #1 New York Times bestselling artist Charles Santore’s beautiful
illustrations capture the timeless spirit of these classic stories like you’ve never seen them
before. From fairytale classics like The Little Mermaid and Snow White to timeless poems like
The Night Before Christmas, these classic stories will captivate audiences of all ages. This
gorgeous story collection features original, never-before-seen cover artwork in a breathtaking
format that is sure to be treasured for years. And thanks to its new-and-improved trim size, the
Santore Treasury offers you a new look at everyone’s favorite illustrations. With 14 gorgeously
illustrated children’s stories, this treasury will hold a spot on the family bookshelf for
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generations.

The Opie Collection of Children's Literature
New York Times bestseller and award-winning illustrator Charles Santore retells the beloved
Bible story of Noah's Ark through the eyes of a charming new hero that children will love: a
stowaway mouse! Achbar the mouse hears a kindly old man tell the animals of the world that
there will be a great flood, and that he has built an ark big enough for two of each kind of
animal to ride out the storm. But by the time Achbar works his way through the tangle of paws
and hooves, two other mice have already been selected. Achbar is terrified and does not want
to be left behind! His survival instincts tell him to stow away. But will he be discovered by the
old man--and will they ever see dry land again?

The Signal Approach to Children's Books
Now with a brand-new cover, this storybook with removable movie projector encourages
interactive reading. Come relive the stories of four beloved Disney Princesses: Cinderella,
Belle, Ariel and Rapunzel. In this all-new original Movie Theater Storybook, the fun begins at
lights-out! Featuring a brand-new cover and an added story about Rapunzel, this best-selling
book has icons right on the pages that prompt girls to project the 20 movie images on the wall.
Storybook comes with removable movie projector and five disks.
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The Last Wish
Fuel a child's ABC learning through the power of S.T.E.A.M. Give your little scientist a jumpstart with this fun, inspiring way to master their ABCs. From Astronaut to Zoologist, ABC--S is
for Science introduces young children, up to age 3, to basic scientific concepts and careers
with each letter of the alphabet. This S.T.E.A.M.-themed ABC book for kids includes: Levels of
discovery--Explore a tiered learning approach to ABCs that grows with your child; focus first on
letters, then on words, and then on understanding concepts. Colorful images--Rich and vibrant
illustrations add to the learning and keep your child engaged. Full S.T.E.A.M.
ahead--Encourage a lifelong love of learning with all the books in the S.T.E.A.M. Baby Series,
including: S is for Science T is for Technology E is for Engineering A is for Arts M is for Math
ABC--S is for Science makes learning the alphabet a fun, exciting adventure for any toddler.

Been There, Done That
Reprint. Elgin, Ill.: Chariot Books, 1996.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar
The Children's Core Collection, (22nd Edition, 2016) is a guide of approximately 12,000 books,
covering fiction and nonfiction works, story collections, picture books, graphic novels and
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magazines recommended for readers from preschool through grade six.

A Collection of Children's Short Stories
A portrait of African-American activist Geoffrey Canada describes his radical approach to
eliminating inner-city poverty, one that proposes to transform the lives of poor children by
changing their schools, their families, and their neighborhoods at the same time.

The Children's Story
He thought the big city was tough… Then former Chicago cop Justin Clay met his neighbor’s
rebellious teenaged nephew. Just like Justin, the boy had come to Nantucket to put his difficult
past behind him. But while love-shy tea shop owner Heather Anderson is doing wonders for
Justin’s outlook, she’s having trouble reaching the teen. Suddenly the man who didn’t think he
had anything to offer is helping a fractured family, and three fractured hearts, come together.
And a world-weary cop is turning into the hero—and husband material—next door. Originally
published in 2009
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